Thread and Yarn Suppliers

Henry’s Buttons
for the heritage craft of

One of the many questions I am asked is
where I get my thread and yarns. This is a
list of suppliers of threads and yarns that I
have enjoyed working with on my many
projects.

Organisation
21st Century
Yarns

Website
www.21stcenturyyarns.com

Description
21st Century Yarns
specialise in unique
hand-dyed Yarns,
Threads, Fabrics and
Designs for all
creative Textile
Artists.

My comments
Over the years I’ve
worked with a
number of threads
from 21st Century
Yarns and love their
colour range.

Jo Firth Lace
Making

www.jofirthlacemaking.co.uk Lace making and
needlework supplies

John Arbon
Textiles

www.jarbon.com

Has a good
selection of
threads.
I’ve just started to
working with yarns
from this mill and
couldn’t be happier.
Their colours are
lovely.

Roseground

Lizbeth Thread

John Arbon Textiles
is a small family-run
business, in North
Devon producing a
wide range of luxury
socks in the UK.
Sister company,
Fibre Harvest, uses
traditional worsted
machinery to
process & spin fine
quality British yarns
... one of only a
handful of small
scale Worsted Mills
still operating in the
UK.
Roseground was
founded in 1999 to
offer a
comprehensive
service to
lacemakers and
tatters based on a
thorough

I find their Lizbeth
thread a joy to work
with
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Stef Francis

www.stef-francis.co.uk

Yarn Yarn

www.yarnyarn.co.uk

Love Crafts

www.lovecrafts.com/en-gb

understanding of
their needs.
Stef Francis is a
small family run
business with over
20 years of
experience in
producing hand
dyed yarn, threads,
fibres, and fabrics
for our customers all
over the world.
“… an inspirational
and ethical online
yarn shop based in
the UK selling ecofriendly and recycled
yarns handmade by
women's cooperatives and small
communities in rural
India.”
Describes itself as
the shop for craft
materials, yarn and
free patterns.
Knitting, crochet,
embroidery, sewing
and tons of
inspiration for your
next project. Feel
the joy of making.

I have never been
disappointed with
their yarns. The
colour ways for
their variegated
threads are
delicious.

Used their yarns
and ribbons in a
number of projects.

Love crafts used to
specialise in knitting
wools only but has
taken over some of
Sew & Sews
threads.
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